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SECTION I:  Observatory Data Overview (Revised: 10-28-2017)  

Location:  623 Hawkins Ridge, Jasper, GA 30143  

                  Lat   34.42322 N 34° 25’ 23.592” N  

                  Lon -84.49413 W -84° 29’ 38.8674” W  

                  477 MSL (1,565 feet)     Grid: EM74sk  

Operator:  Larry E. Dodd, email: 101science@gmail.com  

                  Phone: 706-669-5825 Web: www.101science.com  

Antennas:   

1. Wide band (15 to 30 MHz) Typinski TFD dual driven elements (DE) in a vertical 

stacked two element Yagi-Uda configuration. Elements are E-W aligned with the 

south element ~ 3 feet below and in front of the North element. DE to reflector 

spacing is selected to keep detrimental degradation to array bandwidth and 

impedance to a minimum. A small horizontal beam-width reduction is due to the 

stacked Yagi array. Actual gain and beam-width TBD in actual use over time. 

Benefits of the stacked Yagi include improved front to back ratio, less side lobe 

RFI, a small forward gain estimated at ~ 3 dB or less above the TFD array 

alone. Benefits of the array on a dry rocky slope includes reduction of element 

to element interaction as opposed to other configurations. Lower element height 

is less detrimental since the ground is dry rocky clay and not a good reflector of 

RF. Empirical gain and beam-width measurements will require actual Jupiter 

reception.  The delay line is still necessary to compensate for the forward 

position of the south array. 
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2. Normal Radio Jove Kit dual dipole for single frequency 20.1 MHz. 
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                                                   CALIBRATION 



   

        

 



Receivers:           1@ FSX11 R. S. Flagg Spectrograph  

                        

  

                         3@ Radio Jove R1.1 receiver (R. S. Flagg)       

            

  
                  2@ Kenwood TS-2000  

          1@ Icom 7300 SDR  

          1@ ANAN 100D SDR 

                  1@ ANAN 10 SDR 

                  1@ SDRPlay1 

                  1@ SDRPlay2  

Internet:    Telephone and Data Systems (TDS) 15 Mbps DSL download.   

Power:       2 @ APC UPS and Gasoline 2 KW Generator (Various batteries)  



                

NOTES:  FSK11 draws 4 watts at .32 A.  Battery system output is +11.88 volts. 

A new voltage regulator is on order that will provide solar, DC power supply and 

battery operation automatically. Delivery expected by December 1, 2017. 

Test Equipment:  HP461A, Kay Attenuators, Tektronix MDO 3022 a Mixed 

Domain Oscilloscope features six integrated instruments, including a spectrum 

analyzer, function generator and more, various signal generators, RF-2080 

calibrator, various multi-meters and more.  

Software:  RSP and RSS  

  

Sample RSS Daytime spectrographs on a Dual Linear TFD antenna: FSX-11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SECTION II: Implementation of a STATION LAN GPS Time Server  

This section documents implementation of a LAN time server system at this station.  

Jove software start/stop/save/re-start often was not working properly due to 

differing clock times and clock drift. After many weeks of unsuccessful attempts at 

setting up a LAN server/client GPS time system with Windows registry edits a 

commercial solution was sought.  The internet has many pages of confusing 

information on setting up an NTP server but oddly little about configuring the 

clients.  A network time client/server software was found at http://www.softros.com 

that is extremely easy to implement and works well.  Free evaluation for 30 days. e  

It is possible to set the LAN system time correction to automatically scheduled 

updates as needed.  I decided on every 3 minutes.  This allows sufficient correction 

of clock drift. The network is maintained within a few milliseconds of the GPS 

receiver time.  Setting the Jove software to use the LAN UTC system time keeps 

everything (date/time) in reasonable UTC sync. All software is locked to the same 

GPS time standard.  

 

http://www.softros.com/
http://www.softros.com/


The zipped software contains the server manager/configuration as well as 32-bit 

and 64-bit client packages.  The server manager at this station is configured to use 

the local UTC GPS time locked to the server clock via NemaTime2 monitoring 

software. LAN addressing is maintained by using the server IP address 

automatically.  This requires a wired or wireless LAN connection to each computer 

in the system. In times of extreme overcast the GPS receiver will go into a holdover 

state to maintain system time integrity. The server can be configured to a second 

default of internet time if desired.  With all computers now in reasonable time 

synchronization based on one common accurate time source. The schedule.skd file 

in RSS and the logging schedules in RSP are in sync. SAMPLE: RSS Schedule.skd 

sample file courtesy: Jim Sky, et. al.  

daily  start=00:00:00;  

channels=300;  

offset=1875;  

colorgain=1.85;  

LOF=15000000;  

HIF=30000000;   

bannertop=K4LED Observatory -<DATE><DATEFORMAT DD MMM YYYY> - 

FSX11 on Dual Linear TFD Array - ;   

bannerbottom=K4LED Observatory -<DATE><DATEFORMAT DD MMM YYYY> - 

FSX11 on Dual Linear TFD Array - ;  savesps  stop=23:59:59;  

  

Note:  If you reboot the computer you must again select, “use the schedule file” in 

RSS. On a slow computer you may need to adjust the schedule.skd start/stop time 

to allow time to save the large files.  

                        

 

 

    
                      

             

     



A GPS disciplined UTC time source for LAN universal time solved the timing and 

scheduling issues.  +-2 millisecond accuracy based on received GPS time             

         

 

RSP Logging sample set-up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SECTION III:  24 Hour Radio SkyPipe II Audio Recording  

Radio Jove SkyPipe II software provides excellent recording capability of WAV files 

for relatively short periods of attended time.  It was desired to have a continuous 

24 hour recording capability. A simple outboard voice recorder of your choice is 

implemented with one stereo track for the RSP audio and a second track for a voice 

time announcement and a seconds tick.  



 
                        Right channel                         

Clock Voice + Tick                Audio Recorder                                 RSP II  

The voice time announcement is provided by a free software; multilingual speaking 

clock. The seconds tick is provided by a WAV file.  The voice time announcement 

occurs every minute.  The word “it’s” starts at zero seconds of each minute and the 

voice time announcement lasts three seconds.  The clock announcement is locked to 

the station GPS main clock and therefore is in sync with the RSP chart. This 

provides a means of analyzing the exact time of day for each RSP event. The 

recorder in use at this station has an internal battery but is powered continuously 

by an AC adaptor. The resulting files are edited in Sony Sound Organizer or Magix 

Sound Forge audio software.  

The computers need to be connected to the LAN for time synchronization. This is 

accomplished by setting a fixed IP address with no DNS address in the network 

connection setup box. Removing the DNS Server address will disable Internet 

access and leave your LAN file/print sharing working. Open a command window 

and type in ipconfig.  Note the IP address. Close the command window. From the 

Start menu, select either Control Panel, or Settings and then Control Panel. 

Double click Network Connections, and then Local Area Connection. Set a fixed IP 

address you obtained with ipconfig.  Click the Gateway box below to populate the 

gateway address.  Leave the DNS fields blank.  By maintaining network access to 

the LAN GPS disciplined time synchronization remains operational.   

24 hour audio files become extremely large.  After recording it is suggested to 

review the files and edit out non-significant portions.  “Sample” Left and Right 

tracks provided below of an RSP sound recording.  The upper track (blue window 

below) is the one second time ticks and one minute voice time announcements. The 

lower track is the RSP audio (quiet noise in this sample).        

 
Ctrl + Click  here to play Sample Sound.  

Listen with stereo headphones for best effect.  

                                                               

                                                                  Left channel                            

  

  

http://www.101science.com/SpeakingClock.zip
http://www.101science.com/SpeakingClock.zip
http://www.101science.com/SpeakingClock.zip
http://www.101science.com/SpeakingClock.zip
http://www.101science.com/Ticking-clock-sound.mp3
http://www.101science.com/Ticking-clock-sound.mp3
http://www.101science.com/Ticking-clock-sound.mp3
http://www.101science.com/Sample_RSP_Time_Tracks_%201_minute.wav
http://www.101science.com/Sample_RSP_Time_Tracks_%201_minute.wav
http://www.101science.com/Sample_RSP_Time_Tracks_%201_minute.wav
http://www.101science.com/Sample_RSP_Time_Tracks_%201_minute.wav
http://www.101science.com/Sample_RSP_Time_Tracks_%201_minute.wav


Appendix A:  TFD 2 ELEMENT YAGI DESIGN 

 


